HOW TO MAKE A
GUY MISS YOU?
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Transmit Mixed Signals.
Sending mixed signals means not to make the man settled. It is
about puzzling him about your intentions, whether you are liking
him or not.

Approach Indirectly.
Don’t start as a lover. Approach him indirectly. If in the initial
stage you are fully direct, you will lose the charm of your
personality and he will not miss you.

Create a Need.
A perfectly satisfied person doesn’t miss anybody. Aspects of
disharmony and dissatisfaction should be installed there in the
mind of the guy.

Be a Temptation.
Attract the guy deep into your seduction. Your sight should be a
glimpse of pleasure to him. Awakening of desire in your man is
necessary.

Maintain the Suspense Alive.
With a sudden change of direction, you can make the scene more
unpredictable. Being one step ahead in control will make him
think about you continuously.

Utilize Demonic Power of Words.
Usually, people are consumed in their own thoughts. They hardly
listen to others. A trick to make people listen to you is to speak
what they want to listen to.

Poeticize Yourself.
Overexposure and familiarity in the initial stages of the
relationship should be avoided as it fades away the charm of
curiosity.

Bring in Confusion in Desire and Reality.
He will drop the world behind and will enter a new one with you.
Encourage the guy that a beautiful future is waiting for him and
only you are only the one with whom he can win it.

Create Regression Effect.
Men want a repetition of particular experiences that have
fascinated them in the past. Deep-rooted and most pleasurable
memories are usually associated with childhood.

Give Space.
As a man becomes addicted to your person, he forgets to use his
own energy. He starts relying on you. At this point in time, take a
step back.
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